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WHAT’S NEW?
Omicron in the community is new from the time of our last magazine. A month ago there were
around 100 cases of COVID-19 in the community in New Zealand. Over the last few days the
daily tallies have risen to record highs of around 13000 and more per day. People are being
required to isolate at home and some are choosing to stay away from public places like the
yoga studio.
We understand the necessity for isolation and the desire to avoid becoming infected and to
avoid spreading infection. Phase 3 of the Omicron response plan means that there is a
lessened requirement for isolation. Household contacts of those who have had a positive test
for COVID-19 must isolate at home. Close contacts of positive cases do not need to isolate
unless they are or become symptomatic.
The very real potential is that some of our students and teachers will contract Omicron. As of
25 February it is not necessary for close contacts to isolate at home unless they have
symptoms of illness.
All our teachers are double vaccinated and most have had the third vaccination. We are
concerned to be as healthy as possible to reduce the chances we will catch the virus, to reduce
the likelihood we will pass on the virus and to reduce the disruption to continuity of service that
being required to isolate represents.
In the event that any of our teachers is required to isolate we will cover classes as best we
can with the resources at our disposal. It may mean some classes have to be cancelled. It
may mean we run more classes by live stream. We will stay light on our feet and adapt as the
circumstances change.

The social distance possible at the yoga studio, the legal requirement that those at the studio
have a vaccine pass and the daily cleaning we give to the studios means our studios are not
unhealthy places to attend. You are less exposed to illness practicing in the studios than you
are at the supermarket. Do come in and practice unless you have returned a positive COVID

test, or you are a household contact or you have symptoms of illness. If you cannot come into
the studio and you feel well, register for and practice with the live stream classes. You may
practice live when the class is running or, after class, you will receive a recording that you can
use at your leisure over the following days. We value your support in this regard.
Be well everyone.

A NEW SERVICE – YOUR VITAL LIFE
Hamish is now offering you a new service called YOUR VITAL LIFE.
Are you feeling stuck in life?
Are you not where you expected to be at this point in your life?
Are you uncertain of where to go with yourself?
Do you feel bullied or pressured by the people in your life?
Do you feel ill-at-ease or unfulfilled?
Do your thoughts give you no rest?
Do you have negative thoughts about yourself?
If any of these situations applies to you, Hamish can help. Together we can take stock of
what is going on for you in life, put your awareness on areas where growth and transformation
is required and is possible and make qualitative changes.
 You will make better decisions. You will be happier with your choices.
 You will feel empowered with respect to your circumstances. You will act rather than
be stuck in a stressful loop of reactivity.
 You will gain clarity and an enhanced sense of direction in your life and contentment
in yourself.
I will not make decisions for you. I will not force you into a pre-conceived box. We will work
together to spring clean your way of being.

We can address everything from your nutrition to your activities, your work and your
relationships, your finances and your goals and aspirations.
Contact Hamish to arrange a consultation either by phone, 021 0551884, or by email,
hamish@apollopoweryoga.com

CORPORATE YOGA OPTIONS FROM APOLLO POWER YOGA
We provide corporate yoga offerings including:






In-house meditation and mindfulness sessions
Breathing practices
Relaxing yoga practices
Dynamic yoga practices
Team building sessions

We can provide these services at our studios or at your workplace. We
can provide them at the time of your convenience. We can supply mats
for the sessions as required.
Let us know what your needs are and we will cater something to suit
your purposes.

APOLLO POWER YOGA BOOK CLUB?
Are you interested in joining a book club? Right now we seek expressions of interest from
those who may be interested.
We would like to know whether you are keen to be
part of a book club and what genres you may like
the book club to focus on: period drama, crime,
romance, historical fiction, science fiction, thrillers?
A book club would also need a name. Put your
creative caps on and come up with a name for
consideration.
The intention is to bring you together with those
who share your interest in yoga practice and
expand your connection with one another in other areas of shared interest. To make an
expression of interest, please let Hamish know by calling 0210551884 or email
hamish@apollopoweryoga.com

STEP INTO YOUR POWER
Plan ahead for Step into your Power in September 2022. Due to COVID restrictions in 2021
we were forced to cancel the September intensive last year. There will be competition for
limited spaces for this year’s September intensive. Do not hesitate or second guess yourself.
Make a resolve now to be part of this life-changing experience.
Apply NOW for Step into your Power
running from 16 – 24 September 2022 at
Wainui on Banks Peninsula. If you have
done a January intensive with us,
complete the process by participating in
the September intensive. If you have
been thinking about trying our yoga
intensive but have been procrastinating or
telling yourself a story about not being
ready, make this the year and commit.
YOU ARE READY NOW. In our just
completed intensive we had a participant
who has only been practicing yoga since
May 2021. We also had a participant who has been teaching yoga for twenty years. Everyone
made great progress in their practices, their knowledge and their inner power.
One of our January participants had this to say:
It was amazing beyond words! Anyone who wants to deepen their understanding of
yoga, step their practice up to a brand new level and dive into self-inquiry that is life
changing… this training was
everything I hoped it would be
and then so much more!
Hamish and Margo blew me
away with their integrity, their
intelligence, and their ability to
hold space for people as they
opened up. I can’t believe how
close ten people can get in just
one week. Life changing.”

Our programme will be transformative
in your life. Make the commitment and
apply NOW to be part of an incredible week of connection, growth and learning! Places are
limited so do not hesitate. Do not miss out!
Step into your Power is for YOU! APPLY NOW! https://apollopoweryoga.com/step-into-yourpower-yoga-teacher-training/

POWER PILATES CLASSES
Our students are noticing the strengthening effects of Power Pilates in their bodies. Grow in
strength, growth in balance, grow in cardio-vascular fitness and level up your practice and
your overall state of health with these powerful practices.
Power Pilates brings dynamic mat
Pilates to Apollo Power Yoga coupled
with cardio-vascular work to create a
powerful, strengthening practice that is
challenging and fun. At Apollo Power
Yoga we believe in the power of back
bends to strengthen your back and to
align your spine. Power Pilates at
Apollo Power Yoga incorporates a
section of the practice dedicated to
strengthening and mobilising your
back. You will strengthen your core.
You will sweat. You will build cardiovascular fitness. There will be music.
There will be fun.
Show up and share the news with your friends and colleagues. Book for your class today!

POWER IN PARADISE – JUNE 2022

Power in Paradise, our yoga retreat in Rarotonga, will be deferred, probably until August
2022. This decision has been taken in light of the uncertainty presented by the requirement
for a negative COVID test pre-departure. The initially intended date for the retreat in June
appeared to be too soon for international travel rules to have eased to permit travel without a
negative COVID test. August may be better.
If you have been on the fence about joining our retreat, look again with the new time in mind
as we would love to have you join us. We had such a great time last year and hope to share
an even better experience with you this year.

We will have six glorious days and seven nights in Rarotonga, on the golden beachfront at
Muri Lagoon, practicing yoga in the mornings
and late afternoons. In between, lots of time to
experience the tropical weather, warm waters,
fabulous food and friendly people of Rarotonga.
For those of you particularly keen on other
activities such as fishing, golf, running or
whatever, get in touch with us about tailoring the
experience for you and your like-minded people.

Muri Beach Resort, located on the beach at beautiful Muri Lagoon, is a serene haven with
nearby access to all of Rarotonga’s desirable amenities and activities.
The golden sand beach and calm, warm waters of the lagoon are only a few steps from your
villa or apartment. Paddle-boarding, kayaking, snorkelling, sailing, kite-surfing and much more
are on your doorstep.
The Resort’s villas and apartments are very well-appointed, including Jacuzzis and kitchens.
The covered yoga area looks out over the Resort’s large, lovely salt-water pool and gardens.
PACKAGES (prices per person):





Garden Villa, (two people / room):
Garden Villa, (one person only):
2 bedroom Garden Apartment, (four people / apartment):
2 bedroom Garden Apartment, (two people / apartment):

Prices
$3490
$4480
$3290
$4080

Pay your deposit of $550 to the Apollo ANZ account 01 0310 0054995 00, or call Margo 027
227 2026 with your credit card details. The balance will be due around June 2022 once final
dates have been settled.

ENDERMOLOGIE® FOR FACE AND BODY!
The Endermologie® room is busy right now. Call or txt Margo on 027 2272026 to reserve a
booking for your next treatment – or your first treatment. Our Endermologie® treatments are
giving great benefits to a growing number of women and men. Here is one person’s story
following their Endermologie® treatment:
I have been trying for many a year to improve the appearance of my legs. Everything
I tried previously seemed to have a superficial improvement but nothing fundamentally
solved the problem, until I tried Endermologie.

Quite frankly it is AMAZING. It has reduced my cellulite, tightened my loose skin,
eliminated pockets of stubborn fat, slimmed my legs noticeably and due to the
increased circulation, it enables, has made my legs appear a much healthier colour.
My legs are now considerably shapelier with clear muscle definition which was
previously hidden by loose puffy fat. Seriously the results are more than I could have
dreamed of.
Unlike a regular massage where pressure is applied downwards into your tissues,
Endermologie® uses rollers and suction to draw skin, fascia, adipose and muscle upward and
roll it to invigorate your body, to mobilise stuck areas of fat and stimulate metabolic processing
of waste. These treatments are both therapeutically and cosmetically beneficial and will leave
you feeling relaxed and renewed, slimmed and toned.
We offer Endermologie® Power Massage
Endermologie® Face Massage, too.

treatments

and

wonderfully

relaxing

Using much smaller vacuum heads than we use for Power Massage body treatments,
Endermologie® for face is like an instant face-lift with no scalpels, scars, needles or downtime. It’s Endermolift!
Just as with your Endermologie® Power Massage
body treatments, Endermolift brings blood flow to
your skin’s surface and encourages drainage of
excess fluid and toxins away, for healthier skin
using your body’s own processes.
You can have an Endermolift facial massage
treatment along with your Endermologie® body
treatment (allow for a 90 minute appointment) or
separately. Each facial treatment uses half of a
body treatment credit.
Book with Margo via email, margo@apollopoweryoga.com or via phone/txt, 027 227 2026.

MEMBERS’ SPECIAL RATES FOR ENDERMOLOGIE®
Our Endermologie® treatments are in great demand but we will still look out for the interests
of our most regular yoga practitioners.
Apollo Power Yoga Annual Members (whether you’re on time payment annual membership,
or have purchased an upfront annual membership) currently receive a 30% discount on all
Endermologie and Endermolift treatments.
Check out these special prices for Apollo annual members:

1 body treatment (or 2 facial treatments)

$115 (regular price $165)

5 treatment pack (10 facial treatments)

$525 (regular price $750)

10 treatment pack (20 facial treatments)

$950 (regular price $1350)

You can use your annual member special Endermologie rates to combine body plus facial
treatments, for example, if you’ve purchased a 10 treatment pack for $950, a body plus facial
treatment will use 1.5 of 10 credits, and cost only $142.50 (regular $247.50).

IT’S NOT A COUNSEL OF PERFECTION
What is perfection? What does it look like, smell like, taste like, sound like? How old is it?
How much does it weigh? Perfection, in the sense of something being as good as it is possible
to be, is an illusory ideal. It is unattainable unless one accepts the inherent flaws in the thing
and identify its imperfections as part of its perfection. That is, unless one says something is
perfectly imperfect.
Michelangelo’s David is a flawed work. The hands are disproportionately large. Due to some
violence that the statue suffered when it used to be on display in the Piazza della Signoria
there is damage to one elbow. In 1981 a person attacked the statue with a hammer and did
damage to one of David’s big toes. It is free standing but not “perfectly” so as David’s right
leg is connected to a sort of tree stump which adds to the structural integrity at the foundation
of the statue but means it is not purely free-standing. It is not “perfect” but it is a breathtakingly magnificent work of art.
Cindy Crawford, a renowned supermodel, has a mole on her face just to the left of her mouth.
The powers that be in the modelling industry told her to have it removed. She was told such
an “imperfection” would prevent her from going anywhere in the beauty and fashion industry.
She did not have the mole removed but she does often appear in photos with the mole
airbrushed or concealed by make-up. A 30+ year career as a model has defied those who
said the imperfection was ruinous to Crawford’s potential.
Mt Fuji is much photographed for the symmetry of its conical form. As with all of nature, its
symmetry is approximate rather than exact. Its apparent pure conical form is notable primarily
because it is of a greater degree of symmetry than other similar mountains. Mt. Taranaki in
New Zealand has claims to symmetry from some angles but Fantham’s Peak to the northern
side of the mountain breaks the symmetry in a way that is not the case in Mt Fuji.

Mount Fuji

Mount Taranaki

Your pose is not perfect. None of our poses are perfect. We offer alignment cues and
guidance not to create perfect poses but to create good form in your poses for safety, for
endurance and for quality of experience in the poses. A posture can be misaligned without
issue except where the misalignment overworks or places strain upon a joint or where the
misalignment denies you an experience that is possible if your alignment is enhanced. For
instance, if a student tries to bind their arms around the back of their front leg in extended side
angle pose and, in so doing, they pull their front knee inwards so there is lateral pressure on
the knee joint, that alignment could be injurious. It also means that the opening to the front of
your pelvis, to the front of your spine and to your chest is not available where those qualities
would be possible with a cleaner alignment. Cues given to that student to re-align their body
to relieve the strain on their front knee are not to make the pose perfect but are there to keep
the student safe and to generate new experience in the pose.
I say to you in class, as I have had said to me in class by my teacher, Baron Baptiste, that
yoga is not about being perfect but more about being at peace with one’s imperfections. In
the face of the limits of strength and mobility that we all encounter in yoga poses we become
confronted by our mental limitations too. Finding a long hold of a series such as warrior 1,
warrior 2, reverse warrior and extended side angle can trigger feelings of inadequacy, lack
and failure. Part of the mastery of yoga is to accept the current state of your body and to
reconcile yourself to the discomfort in your front thigh, or the need to come out of the pose to
rest.
On a teacher training that we led in about 2017 one student was struggling in some long holds
of lunging poses. The contractions in her thigh muscles were wearing off and she was not
able to hold the poses as she wished to. In her struggle tears ran down her face – not from
pain, though her legs were sore and fatigued, but from frustration at herself for not doing what
she expected or wanted to be able to do. It was an important moment as she needed to
understand that how long she held crescent lunge did not matter. Her reaction to her physical
fatigue and limitations in that moment was the story of her life – pushing hard to fulfil unrealistic
expectations without an appropriate degree of compassion and understanding for herself.
In our teaching it may seem we speak in absolute terms: “straighten your leg”, “hover your feet
off the floor”, “bend back to look out the window behind you” and “let go all worry now” all seem
absolute. We cue as we do because it is less effective to add phrases such as “if you can” or
“try to”. These phrases dilute the message and create an exit door that some people are only
too happy to take. We use cues that may seem absolute but there is no expectation of an
absolute outcome.

I fully understand that my body does not respond in an absolute way to create perfect
expression. Instead, I realise that when I apply myself fully to an action in a pose there will
still be some flaw, some deficit, some failing in the execution of that. In the image below I
could have sworn that my back leg was straight. The camera does not lie and I see that my
leg is far from straight. My own conscience also does not lie. I know I was doing my best.
And so we say to you, it is not a
counsel
of
perfection.
We
understand that each of us has our
limits – limits that are physical in
strength, mobility, energy and
endurance, and limits that are
mental in terms of focus,
concentration and discipline of
mind.
Apply yourself as best you can but
be
willing
to
accept
the
imperfections that are inherent in
the human experience. I mis-speak from time to time. My words come quickly and unfiltered
or I frame something I am saying in an inelegant way or a way that lands unsatisfactorily. I
have to accept that, for the amount of speaking that I do in the course of a day, no matter how
high is my intention to speak honestly, fairly, kindly and in a way that is encouraging and
supportive I will err periodically.
Should I clam up and not speak? Should I berate myself and chastise myself into a state of
shame? No, I should observe how I erred, learn from that to do better another time but also
be comfortable with imperfection.
In his book Perfectly Imperfect Baron Baptiste has a chapter entitled “The Myth of the Real
Yogi”. The “real yogi” mentioned is the person who has flawless diet and relationships,
meditates serenely every morning and night, and never has a harsh thought or word. This
person is an illusion, an unreal ideal, a non-existent paradigm. Understand that you are
imperfect and understand that we are not calling upon you to be perfect – not in your body
and not in your being. We do call upon you to apply yourself as best you can, conscious of
the finite limits to which each of us is subject.
Donna Farhi, a world-renown yoga teacher who lives in North Canterbury, told a group I was
part of doing a spinal workshop that she had met Mr. B. K. S. Iyengar at a yoga conference.
Far from being in perfect posture she said he was slouching. I liked the story because it is a
reminder of imperfection. Iyengar was, by all accounts a strict, stern teacher of yoga with high
standards and he made high demands of his students. He took practice seriously and called
for a lot from himself and his students. He was also, as Donna Farhi’s story, tells us, prone to
unguarded moments of relaxation and natural imperfection.
It is empowering to acknowledge that one will not be flawless and perfect. It is disempowering
to give up trying and resign oneself to an ever degrading state of body and mental habit. It is
disempowering to set oneself absolute targets and to be consumed with the quality of
appearances and outcomes. It is empowering to apply oneself to the process of living and

being as healthily and wholly as one can. On your mat and in your life apply yourself as well
as you can, apply the lessons you receive in your life but comprehend that your body’s failings,
your mind’s distractions and the temptations to which you succumb are all part of the human
experience.

ASANA SPOTLIGHT
In this month’s magazine we focus upon Dancer’s Pose (Natarajasana). There are two basic
methods. Both are good. One with a strap as a prop is a more effective pose to free the
mobility of your shoulders and to progress, for the more mobile students, towards, full bow
pose. Here is the method for both variations:

















Begin in samasthiti, standing at attention with your feet together and your arms by your
side.
Rotate your right arm outwards to the right. First rotate the thumb of your right hand
towards the right wall then towards the back of the room. Spread open the front of your
right shoulder.
Shift your weight into your left foot. Bend your right knee and bend your right heel up
towards your right buttock.
Bind the palm of your right hand to the inside of your right ankle or foot. At this point
students with a tendency to a shoulder-forward posture will tend to rotate their right arm
inwards and awkwardly twist their right arm to catch the inside of their right ankle. Avoid
this tendency. Do not reinforce postural weaknesses in your poses but use your poses to
create new postural power.
Engage your left thigh muscles to the bone and
make your left leg a strong and stable support for
your pose. It is important not to hyper-extend your
standing knee. Do not jam your knee backwards
and “lock it out”. Maintain a very slight flexion in
your left knee joint.
Engage your inner thighs and draw your legs
together.
Reach your left arm high towards the ceiling
alongside your left ear.
Gradually extend your right leg straight back behind
you and reach your left arm forward.
Hold your left arm higher than your left shoulder and
your gaze higher than your left hand, straight
forward to a point at or above head height.
Kick your right heel away from your right buttock.
Slide your right shoulder blade in towards your spine. Press your thoracic spine in towards
your chest.
As you kick with your right leg, it is easy for the elbow of your right arm, the arm with which
you have bound your right ankle, to become hyper-extended. As you kick into the pose



be aware of any tendency to have your elbow lock out, to hyper-extend or to go beyond a
clicking point. If you notice this in your body, engage the muscles that bend your right arm
at the elbow and slightly flex or bend your elbow.
Reach your left arm forward and slide your left shoulder blade away from your spine.

You will notice from the image of Hamish in this first variation of Dancer’s Pose that his right
hip has rotated upward and outward somewhat. This is natural and an appropriate action in
this variation of the pose.
The second variation, that with a strap, adds a powerful movement to your shoulders and is a
greater hip opening variation than the first.


















Take a strap and hold the opposite ends of the strap in your two hands.
Hang the strap in front of your two legs and step your left foot through the strap to the floor.
Bend your right leg at the knee and catch your strap to the front of your right ankle.
As you raise your right leg behind you, swing your elbows inwards, between the ends of
your strap, forwards and upwards. Bring your hands together and hold both ends of your
strap in your two hands.
Pull the leg muscles of your left leg to the bone but, as with the previous variation, do not
hyper-extend your left knee. You will see in the image of Hamish using a strap that he has
a slight bend in his standing knee but that his calves, quadriceps and hamstrings are wellengaged.
Square your hips to the floor. Align your right
leg straight behind you towards the back of
the room. It is a common default for students
to splay their right leg outwards away from
their centreline. Do not do this. Engage your
inner thighs and draw your two legs in
towards the midline of your body.
Draw your shoulder blades flat onto your
back and press your thoracic spine forward
into your chest.
Create resistance between your right leg and
your arms. Press your right leg towards the
back of the room, to aid in lift of your torso,
and towards the sky. At the same time, lift
your hands upwards towards the sky.
From one side of this pose to the other and
across two sets of this pose, have the
intention to extend yourself further by
shortening your hold on the strap.
Lift your chin up away from your chest, lift the
crown of your head towards the sky and lift
your gaze forward at or above head height.
In this variation gradually work your hands
further and further towards your raised foot until ultimately you can bind your two hands
directly to your foot with no strap.

If you have high levels of mobility you may be able to enter this variation of the pose with no
strap at all.




To do this, bend up your right leg at the knee
and bind your right hand to your right big toe or
foot. Wing your right elbow outwards and
upwards. Slide your right shoulder blade
upwards and inwards towards your spine.
Reach your left arm up and over your left
shoulder and bind it to your right foot as well.
Check out Baron Baptiste’s pose:
Once you have bound your two hands to your
right foot, engage the quadriceps on the front
of your right thigh and press your right foot up
towards the ceiling. In this regard, compare
how bent Hamish’s bound leg is in the image
where he is using a strap with how straight
Baptiste’s bound leg is.

Dancer’s pose requires great strength elements but the greatest way forward with Dancer’s
pose is to surrender and let go whatever is not essential for stability. Flow the joints of your
spine and shoulders like water. Soften your energy like air. Melt into a deeper expression of
your pose and a refreshing state of ease with yourself and your circumstances. Right when
you seem most stuck, the way forward is a deep inner surrender.

PRESS “GO” ON YOUR PRACTICE!
It is time to hit “Go” on your yoga practice. Come into the studios. Get on your mat. Re-ignite
the flame of yoga within you!
Lockdowns, working from home, and concern about being in public places have all contributed
to a loss of pattern and a loss of practice. That loss affects the individuals concerned and it
affects everyone they come into contact with as, absent a regular yoga practice, each of those
individuals is not their best self and they do not show up for those in their lives as their best
selves.
If you have been missing practice you will have been missing your best physically,
energetically, emotionally and spiritually. Consider the way you feel when you attend yoga
class with us regularly and how you feel when you do not. Your practice feeds into every
aspect of your life in a positive way.
Once you have not practiced in a while your mind becomes your enemy and erects barriers in
the form of negative thoughts (“it is going to be too hard”, “it is going to hurt”, “I haven’t got
time”…). Defy the enemy of mind and be your own friend.
1. Make your practice an appointment. Put your yoga practice in your calendar or diary
and commit to it as you would the other appointments you have made.

2. Prepare the night before. Pack a bag with all you will need for yoga and have it ready
to go. That way, there can be no excuses that you didn’t have time in the morning to
get ready.
3. Hydrate and have a small snack so that when you come to practice you have energy
on your side.
4. Arrange to meet a friend at yoga. If the two of you are meeting at our studio or getting
together to practice you will feel a stronger sense of commitment.
5. Understand that you can only be your best self if you take care of yourself. Your
partner, your children, your friends and your colleagues will have a better experience
of you when you have practiced yoga than when you have not. You know you will feel
better for it too!
Our studios are warm and welcoming and the environment is ideal all year. You will never
regret being part of class with Apollo Power Yoga.

BRING A FRIEND FOR FREE
We welcome you to bring in someone, or a whole group of people, that you know who have
not practiced with us before, and their first class will be free. The first step of beginning yoga
is often the hardest. It can be a tremendous challenge for someone to step into a new place
and try something new. Be a good friend to your friends, family and colleagues and help them
by making a date to have a class of yoga with us.
Our practices are a huge step ahead from anywhere else. A student who regularly practiced
with us until their business moved location and happened to be near a different studio. Our
former student has practiced at that other studio but recently came back and practiced in one
of our classes. They said they could do 5 classes at the other studio back-to-back and not get
what they do from one of our classes.
Start with the best. Start with Apollo Power Yoga. Start your friends, families and colleagues
with a first class FREE.
We have had a great response to our offer to bring a friend new to Apollo Power Yoga for
a free first class. Thank you to everyone who has introduced a friend to our studios. We
greatly appreciate you sharing our practice with your community so that, together, we can all
form a greater community. This offer is continuing indefinitely. So, if you have not done
so yet please bring in someone who has not previously practiced with us and their first visit
will be free. They can then still do a two week starter pass and really get going with their
practice at Apollo Power Yoga.

You do not need to be an
annual member to bring a
friend for free.
Whatever
basis you practice with us,
bring a friend, a relation, a
colleague or someone you
know – a random stranger off
the street – and their first visit
to Apollo is on us. Bring
everyone you know in – you
are not limited to just one
friend.
You know you always feel better for having practiced yoga, so come in to the still, welcoming
environment of Apollo’s studios to practice together and share an energising, grounding, soul
awakening experience. Practice often and reap the rewards in connection, strength, mobility
and overall health and well-being.

APOLLO POWER YOGIS IN BUSINESS
As our community recovers from lockdown, take the opportunity to support your fellow
Apollo Power Yogis as their businesses get up and going again.
You might not know that the yogi on the mat next to you runs a restaurant, a building business,
or an interior design company. So we’re creating a forum for Apollo Power Yogis to connect
with each other’s businesses and support them as they rebuild after the lockdown.
Going out for a great meal or a drink? Try one of the Dux restaurants, owned by Richard and
Lisa Sinke. You can take your pick from Dux Dine or Dux Central. Another fantastic option
is Smash Palace owned by Johnny and Juliet Moore.
For a healthy smoothie and other vegan treats, head to Sara-Fae Foldesi’s Pure Pulp, in the
Riverfront Market.
For authentic French viennoiserie (croissants, Danish, etc.), sourdough bread, ciabattas and
baguettes, there’s no better place than Bellbird Bakery in the Tannery, where you’ll find Alice
Terrien. Bellbird’s bread is made with organic or spray-free flour, all sourced within
Canterbury, using traditional techniques and long fermentation.
Have a building project in mind? Along with Anthony Leighs of Leighs Construction, your
fellow Apollo Power Yogis include Ben Collis of Protec Projects, specialising in residential
builds, commercial fit-outs and design builds, and Alastair Miles of Miles Construction.
Thinking of buying, selling or leasing property? Try Alison Aitken of Harcourts for your
residential real estate needs. If you’re looking to lease or buy commercial real estate, see
Karen Collis at JLL.

Need legal assistance? Philip Sewell and his team at Godfreys Law can help you with a wide
range of legal expertise and experience.
If you need specialist employment law advice, whether for your business or as an employee,
Jackie Behrnes can help you. And, she has combined yoga and employment law perfectly by
being lululemon’s NZ-based employment lawyer!
And as we know, lockdown deepened our appreciation of the skills of hairdressers. See
Tracette Owers of The Lounge Organic Hairdressing for great haircuts and colours using
organic hair products.
Do you need some graphic design work done? Go to Regina Speer. She focusses on helping
purpose-driven businesses, who aim to do business sustainably, benefitting communities,
people and the environment.
Experience healing Massage Therapy, Naturopathy, Aromatherapy, Reflexology and Reiki
with Karina Thorpe. Her career in these healing therapies stretches back to 1987, and includes
teaching at the College of Natural Medicine in Christchurch. Karina believes in supporting
each person to achieve their best health, including working alongside of standard medical
treatments.
Michelle Hall offers physiotherapy and acupuncture and dry needling treatments through her
business, AcuPhysio. Michelle is located in Redcliffs and can assist with the treatment of
chronic and acute injuries.
If you have Women’s Health issues, consult Dr. Olivia Smart. Olivia is a Gynaecologist
specialising in minimal access (keyhole) surgery, including excision of endometriosis,
laparoscopic hysterectomy, colposcopy, the management of vulvo-vaginal disorders including
abnormal smears, lichen sclerosis, pre-cancerous conditions, and treatment for painful sexual
intercourse. She works as part of a group of experienced doctors at Oxford Women’s Health,
located in the Forte building on Peterborough St. They cover a wide range of women’s health
issues, and work in co-operation with allied health professionals including physiotherapists,
dieticians and psychologists to provide a holistic approach to wellbeing.
Are you having sleep problems? Disordered sleep can be associated with many common
health problems, including high blood pressure, diabetes, daytime sleepiness, obesity,
lowered immune system, decreased libido, increased irritability, and increased pain sensitivity.
Poor sleep may be a consequence or symptom of many health problems, but it can also be
the underlying cause for some of them. Sleep has an impact on so many of the body's
metabolic processes because they all need sleep to restore, repair damage, and recalibrate
ready for the next day. If you are having problems, including snoring, sleep apnoea, or
insomnia, see Bryn, Christine, or Grace Sparks and the rest of the team at Sleep Well
Clinic.
Drop by for lunch from Samson at The Rolling Om or order a meal from Three Donkeys
(https://threedonkeys.co.nz/order-now). You will receive a great meal prepared with skill and
love. You will also receive the biggest smile this side of the Equator.

FROM BARON BAPTISTE

A transformed person is someone who can tell the truth.

FORGOT YOUR GEAR?
As you may be aware, we have a supply of yoga clothing at our city studio that you may borrow
when you have forgotten all or some of what you need to practice yoga in. You have an option
other than going home without yoga or practicing yoga naked!
After class, please return the used
items to the teacher at reception.
Please do not put the items in the towel
bins in the changing rooms.
The towel bins are cleared by our linen
providers and items of clothing put in
there end up taken away and we never
see them again.
Please also do not feel you need to wash
the items yourself. Sometimes when this
happens an item is not returned, either ever or perhaps not quickly, and the clothing is not
available for the next person who needs it.
If you have yoga clothing that you’re no longer using (it’s great the way that your clothing gets
too big for you when you practice regularly with us!) feel free to donate it to our borrow bag.

Thank you for helping us make this service work for you.

Namaste
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